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Flexible and easy
administration of
bucking instructions

ForesterOffice
ForesterOffice is an administration program for
harvester bucking instructions.
The program supports the latest version of
StanForD 2010.

Program features
Create and edit price lists per assortment
Program function to create and edit price lists per
individual assortment. The price list can be created as
a row price list, matrix price list or a combination of
both.
The function generates pin or apm files that can then
be used together with object instructions to create a
control list for the harvester.

Create and edit complete bucking
instructions for harvesters
Program function to create and edit bucking
instructions for harvesters. This function handles object,
product and tree species instructions (oin, pin, spi).
The program allows you to fully utilise all the
possibilities for control of the harvester made available
by the new standard.
The function can export the result as single files or as
an envelope to harvesters.

Upcoming program features
Program function to read and present production
and operation follow-up statistics from the
harvester. Handling of mom, hpr and pri files.
Program function for harvester simulation. For
analysis during checking and creation of bucking
instructions.

Program function for price list per assortment

Object instruction oin

Product instruction pin

Tree species instruction spi

Dasa creates value in the forest
The forest is one of the world’s most important natural
assets. The forest provides us with fuel, raw materials
and nutrition. Even if the forest is a renewable
resource, this does not mean we can waste it.
Dasa has worked since 1989 to create systems that
control logging and optimize the value of the timber
output. Today, we specialise in intelligent systems for
control, information management and communication.

Irrespective of the machine or vehicle you use, Dasa
has a solution. Thanks to long-term customer relations
and modern technology, we create reliable and flexible
systems that maximise the value of the forest – with
full control.

